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Researchers create new state
of light; Findings published in
international journal Nature
Photonics
For 20 years, researchers have studied how light rotates
around a longitudinal axis parallel to the direction light
travels. But could it move in other ways? After two years of
research, and thanks to a sabbatical, University of Dayton
researchers Andy Chong and Qiwen Zhan became the  rst
to create a new “state of light” — showing it also can rotate
around a transverse axis perpendicular to the direction light
travels, like a cyclone. 
Nature Photonics, an international publisher of top-quality,
peer-reviewed research of light generation, manipulation and
detection, published their  ndings Feb. 24.
"The sabbatical allowed us the time to fully concentrate on
this research and was very instrumental in putting us in a
position to make this discovery," Chong said. 
Zhan and Chong didn't go into their research with
preconceived notions on what to look for or what they
would  nd.
"It was more of a curiosity. Can we do this or make light do
that?," said Zhan, a professor of electro-optics and
photonics and managing director of the UD-Fraunhofer Joint
Research Center. "Once we discovered we're able to do this,
we then asked 'what's next?'"
"What's next?" may be a while o  for the researchers and
others who will examine the pair's basic research  ndings
for applications, but they surmise this new state of light
could be used to improve the transmission of large amounts
of data with greater security, among many other potential
applications.
"We don't know yet? But the sky's the limit," Zhan said.

















The duo is most interested in how the light interacts with
materials.
"We want to better understand how this state of light
interacts with materials in space and time," said Chong,
associate professor of physics and electro-optics and
photonics. 
Click here to read the paper published in Nature Photonics,
written in conjunction with UD alumni from the department
of electro-optics and photonics Chenhao Wan of Huazhong
University of Science and Technology and Jian Chen of the
University of Shanghai for Science and Technology. 
For more information, contact Shawn Robinson, associate
director of news and communications, at 937-229-3391 or
srobinson@udayton.edu.
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